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Das Kapital

A hunter in some cool northern forest
at some 7arly ~istant time has killed a deer.
He and h~s fam~ly, having glutted themselves
f~nd a full half of the animal uneaten.
The;
lIne a shallow pit with cold, wet shale from the
nearby stream and there, in the midst of their
encampment, store the carcass.
Now, that half a deer represents the
hunter's savings. It may be that on some nearby
tomorrow he will have bad luck and have to supplement the catch of one scrawny rabbit with the
deer for his family's nourishment. In that case,
he will simply have delayed consumption and ~he
savings, having been consumed, will have van~shed
almost as if the entire deer had been consumed
on the day it was killed.
Here the function of savings is merely
to equalize consumption when production cannot
be balanced to need for a short period.
But let us assume that on the day after
the hunt the hunter does not spend his day in
futile search for more game, but instead, with
a day's worth of nourishment securely in the bank,
uses his time to cut some branches and increase
his store of spears and material for traps. Now,
he.has converted the savings (which he uses on
rhl~ day of work to fuel himself) into capital;
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and he has turned this capital into a long term
asset by making it into tools and materials that
will in~rease his efficiency as a hunter. In
f~ct, w~th the new spears and trap material, he
f~nds that he now only needs two or three days
a week instead of five or six; and he spends his
time converting his savings not only into tools
but into consumer durables which make his life
more attractive. His shelter becomes more permanent; his clothing , warmer.
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With a cert ain amount of leisure, he
turns to consideration of the fish in the nearby
stream and, using some of his savings to do some
basic research, develops a method of catching
some of the fish. His method is good enough so
that a young son in a week's fishing and a daughter
tending a fire can between them produce enough
smoked fish to create a store of trade goods.
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In turn, these goods are used to obtain
both capital tools and durables from others.
It is very difficult to imagine a society
so simple and so lacking in wants and needs that
the ideas of saving and of capital and of capital
tools and durable goods are not useful in understanding its course of conduct.
We have corne from these imagined first
uses of a distant a ncestor into the complex world
of today by an enormous accumulation and sophistication of capita l tools. This accumulation
has required that very substantial savings be
generated, that these savings be accumulated into
blocks large enough to acquire very large and
very complicated gr owing proportions of the population from the immediate tasks of production
for current use, to permit their occupying themselves W1~h resear~h, with production for futur~
use and w~th education.
The problem that a community faces is
not one.of whe~her to continue to put a large
prop~rt~on of ~ts resources into capital tools
and ~nto the supporting activities for their
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development. The problem the community faces is
that of selecting the methods that will be used
to generate and accumulate the savings and to
decide how to deploy them.
For about two hundred years in this
country, we have used a set of methods which permit individuals and groups to accumulate savings
and to make autonomous decisions as to their
utilization. As a result of this scheme, we
have developed a large and very diverse store
of capital tools. The system of autonomy has
also resulted in the pleasu re of the persons
accumulating savings being consulted as to their
deployment. Naturally, a certain amount of
savings has been deployed i nto the generation
of caviar and color television sets; and some
people feel that there are other more worthy
purposes to which these resources could have
been directed.
An alternative method to the autonomous system which we use is for political
organs to skim off a large percentage of the
societal savings and to determine centra~ly
how they should be deployed . In the Sov1et
Union where this system has been uS:d for some
substantial period of time, a certa1n amount
of resources has been expen ded in suppressing
freedom of thought and in the -maintenance of
rison labor camps. At lea st some people feel
ihat champagne and color t e l:vision sets compare
favorably to these as select10ns.
The autonomous method of savings
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deployment -results in less waste and in
while decisions being made.
more worth-

t an

The autonomous system requires, or certa'
seems,to go along with, a certain amount of ineq~al~ ty. "Individuals build up substantial savings
an th~S7 In turn are used to produce capital
t?ol~ wh1ch turn out products that people are
w1ll1ng to pay for at prices that exceed their
cost. This excess of price over cost, or profit,
enables t~e saver to create further distance
b~twee~ h1s accumulated savings and those of
h1s ne1ghbor . If he has guessed wrong and acquired capital tool s to build a product that
people do not want, he may lose all of his
savings. But the a'u tonomous system not only
permits inequality but thrives on it because
the person who has accumulated some savings
is willing to ' take a substantial risk which
at least some of the time will bring in a very
substantial reward.
The Soviet model would indicate that
the mere socializing of capital formation does
not really eliminate inequality. Apparently,
there are either needs or forces which generate
large differences in compensation even in a
society where these matters are under central
control and where the basic philosophy is
opposed to personal differences.
Assume that inequality is unlikely
to be eradicated by doing away with the autonomous savings system, then the question remains: Is the autonomous system better or
worse than a system of central planning? ~t
this moment the evidence would seem to 1nd1cate
that the autonomous system, despite waste and
some relat1.vely un s oci.~l goode production,
nevertheless produces a higher standard of
living. This conc l usion could be challenged
on the grounds that the American standard of
living is a function of various factors other than the capital formation system. However;
there can be no question that the autonomous
system is not incompatible with a very high
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standard of living and that it produces a great
variety of attractive material goods.
What is ' most unfortunate is when the
debate over this issue focuses on inequality alone,
and ignores the relationship between that problem
and the capital formation method. The sUbstantial
elimination ·of inequality, if accomplished Over
a fairly short period of time, would require a
reconstruction of our capital deployment system,
probably adoption of a state system. Attacks on
inequality frequently failed to make this connection. From an abstract point of view, equality
has a good deal of attraction. At any given
time about half the people in a community are
less well off than the average.
In the United
States at present the poorest 20% of the population, while not as poor as the people of some
countries, are nevertheless very badly off compared to the average. At the same time, a very
small percentage of people accumulate most of
the savings that are available for capital tools
(as opposed to consumer goods) and some of these
people are very well off indeed by any standards.
Unfortunately, splitting all of what there is
equally would require about half of the people
to take a cut, and a large group to take a very
large cut. At the same time, the improvement
for the rest would be proportionately substantially
less.
In all probability, movement in the direction
of equality simply through taxation and income
redistribution can achieve very limited results.
Assuming that the most wealthy 5 % of the population were to be taxed to the point where their
income would be just slight ly above the median,
the resultinq revenues woul d be hardly adequate
to bring the - bottom 20% to the median. At the
same time, the large middle group would have to
be taxed heavily to replace the savings eradicated.
Nothing short of a cambodian revolution is likely
to make much progress in e l iminating inequality
in the united States. At the same time, h0wever,
it is entirely possible th a t efforts to reduce
inequality could sufficiently damage the autonomous investment system to generate a demand
for a much greater deployment of capital by the
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state. This is particularly possible if people
fail to recognize the linkage.
If the hunter with the surplus meat had
preferred a day of rest to a day of tool makin
then we a~l ~ight.be together by the side of t~~t
stream enJ?Y1ng, 1f that is the word, the same
style,of 11fe ' that he followed. His essential
contr1bution then was one of thought and imagina~ion.
~e could see something more to life than
Just g01ng on day by day; and he changed life
for himself and eventually for us. What do we
owe him? How do we repay it? Do we owe him a
prayerful thanks or a kick in the shins anyway?

Robert H. Allen

2

That Billmiller
by Billmiller*

When Bill Miller became chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board, perhaps the second most
important post after the President's, a sense of
vicarious elation must surely have swept all those
thousands of other Bill Millers who have suffered
lifelong a fate second only to facelessness -- a
name so common, and so indistinguishable, as to
be the next thing to anonymity.
Worse, anyone afflicted with this cloak
is seldom referred to simply as Bill, or Miller,
but usually with the telescoped compound, "Billmiller," like a bullbat or some other odd creature.
I first encountered the inevitable confusion caused by so common a name when, as a

*The writer, christened William J. Miller,
has been known as Billmiller ever since.
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stripling cavalry trainee in the old Citizens
Military Training Co:ps at Ft. Oglethorpe, Georgia,
I qualified on the r1fle range for a marksman's
medal and saw my name posted at the troop command
post. When I asked for the medal, I found it had
already been claimed by a Billmiller from Tennessee
who couldn't hit the broad side of a barn (he did
relinquish the medal, however).
During World War II service in the Outpost
Bureau of the Office of War Information, even that
relatively small staff had two other Billmillers,
eventually causing its chief, Edward M. Barrett,
to issue a clarifying memo:
Some confusion having arisen
from the presence of three Bill
Millers in Outpost, this memo is
intended to provide more precise
identification. William J. Miller,
being rather large, henceforth will
be called Big Bill Miller. William
Moskrip Miller, being smaller, will
be known as Little Bill. The third
Bill Miller, having no middle name,
is hereby given the arbitrary one
of Xerxes, and will be known hereafter as Xerxes Miller.
Xerxes Miller, after the war, distinguished
himself by writing a number of perceptive, and
praised books on corporations, but by then I was
also writing about business, for ~, and sometimes got undeserved credit for tne work of , Xerxes,
rather like the marksmanship medal episode ~n
reverse.
roud of Xe rxes' accomplishments,
I was p
I had searched for
since, from adolesc7n~~i~~~r rising from his enany evidenc~ ~f a B~l a Tar heel of pre- n7volu~ionary
forced anonym1ty. As f' d in an old Br1tan n1ca
roots, I wa~ ela~ed tOha~nbeen the royal Governor
that a Wil11am M1ll er
r find anything more
of the colony, but co~l ~ ~:v:as doubtless a Royalist
about him, and conclu e
anyway.
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In Marquis James' Andrew Jackson I did f '
Wi1.1.iam D. Mi1.1.er (p. 761) as private secretary to
President Sam Houston of the Republic of Texas, but
he was delivering to Old Hickory a potentially
treasonous Houston threat to ally the Loan Star
Republic with England.
As a li f elong journalist, I was pleased
to learn that a William Miller (middle name Burke)
won,th 7 1926 Pu~itzer Prize for reporting on the
Loul.svl.lle Courl.er-Journal after climbing in beside
t~e ~nto~ed Floyd Collins in his cave and intervl.ewl.ng h1.m before he died. This accomplishment
h~wever, was due in considerable part to Miller'~
Sl.ze being so close to that of a midget that he
was the only reporter around who could have squeezeC
into that cave.
A somewhat similar deflation overtook
the pride I felt in the 1930's to discover that
at least one William Miller, and a William J. at
that, had made it to Congress, from Connecticut.
Then I learned that his election seemed to have
more to do with his being a legless war veteran
than with outstanding ability.
I was similarly put down in 1973 when,
after spending nine years in Cincinnati , I was
profiled by Cincinnati magazine which began by
noting the presence of 87 William Millers in the
telephone book and then identifying me as "That
Bill Miller."
It was equally deflating when I had
occasion to check my file in the Cincinnati
Enquirer's morgue. Its custodian had that grudging
reluctance, typic a l of the breed, to permit a~y,
search whatever of his treasures, and stood Vl.gl.lently by to monit or my perusal of the contents
of the morgue's only envelope marked "William J.
Miller." In it I found, among more or less favorable items, two others detailing the arrest of
a William J. Miller for a particularly odious
crime. I showed t hem to the wary and suspicious
Cerberus of the morgue, saying genially, "This
William J. Miller is somebody else. Maybe you
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could make -a separate envelope for him -- he belongs
by himself."
Cerberus was not about to be deflected
from his fanatic ways. "You are William J. Miller,
aren't you?" When I nodded, he shoved the items
back in my file and snappe d, "These concern William
J. Miller and belong here." So far as I know, my
future obituary, if any, in the Enquirer may be
as troubled by ambigui t y a s that account which
a Paris daily hastily assembled from clips when
a William Foster became he ad of the U.S. Disarmament Agency, observing, "Prior to his interest
in disarmament, Mr. Foster apparently served for
some years as chairman of the u.s. Conununist Party."
In 1964 it seemed for a time that one
Billmiller might escape anonymity. The Republicans
nominated William E. Mille r, of upstate New York,
and former national chairman, to run with Barry
Goldwater as Vice-Presiden t. Whi.le, alas, I knew
I could not vote for him (without voting for Goldwater too), I was sure my eldest sister, Mamie,
would do so since she had incorrigibly voted
Republican ever since marr ying one and settling
in the rural, westernmost fastness of Clay County,
North Carolina, which for reasons mysterious to
the rest of the Old North State has voted Re publican
since the War Be tween the States. Amazingly,
Candidate Miller even git there in his campaign,
and met my sister. Mam e: "I have a brother
named Bill Miller who work s on Time. Have you
met him?" I never had, but the candidate (so
Mamie wrote me) shameless l y affirmed, "I know

him well."
Such barefaced, if harmless, whoppi~g
may have justified his sub sequent entombmen~ ~n
Goldwater's reverse-land~ l ide, but surely d~d n~t
merit the oblivion which f ound him, dU:ing Fora 5
residency denied admiss i on to the Wh1te House

~~cause
tht~hoSUe9c~e;o!;r~~C~h~~~ ~~:~~c~::~~so~ad
even
h~m,

guarded him

in 1964.
During his e vane scent glory, however,
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another Billmille r Will'
of theology at Ya l~
~am Lee Miller, a professor
on "TI;e William Milie;a~r~~red"tc;> write an essay
MagazIne, tracking all h
em ~n The Reporter
W~o and noting o f one w~oo cc;>uld be found in Who 's
m~ddle name, "This f 11 ' ~l.ke Xerxes, had no
numbers."
e ow m~ght as well go to
In ~he present Who's Who, besides the
ne~ cha~rman, are several Billmillers of r
wor~hy, 1f not particularly spectacular, aChiev~
men. The bes t -known member, who died last year
was the Nashville federal judge (William Ernest) ,
who sent aimmy Ho f fe to prison and was considered
for the Supreme Court. Of the others (using
t hei r middle name s ), Christian is an investment
b anker, Doran a foreign service officer, a s is
Keller; Frederick a Stanford professor of computer science, Harlowe a senior vice-president
of Manufacturers Hanover Bank, Harry a Yale professor of ophthalmology, Marion president of .Weber
State College in Utah, Scott a Little Rock lawyer,
Taylor a chemistry professor at Cornell, and
Whipple a lawyer whose daughter, Susan, married
Lindbergh's son, Land.
Fe d's

Sadly, our former vice-presidential Billmiller has even d i sappeared from Who's Who.
Neverthe less, he is once again achieving
a certain fame out of his very anonymity. After
the Secret Service failed to recognize him at the
White House, those clever hucksters at Ogil1y
Mather recruited him for American Ex press's credit
card commercials, viz:
"Do you know me?" he smilingly i nquires.
"I ran for Vice-P r esident of the United States in
1964, so I shouldn 't have trouble charginq a meal,
should I?
"Well, I do. That's why I carry an
American Express card • • • Why , with this, they
treat me as though I had won!"
Camera zooms in on the card:

WILLIAM
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E. MILLER.
Now that that other Billmiller is chairman of the Fed, before whose uxase on in~erest
rates, money supply and balancing inflat10n and
unemployment even Presidents and Rockefellers must
tremble, I dare say he isn't going to need an
American Express card to charge a meal, or get
into the White House.
I can see it now -- some poor Secret
Service wretch virtually touching his forelock,
and humble as Uriah Heep, exclaiming, "Come right
in, Billmiller, everybody knows you!"
And now I can comfort my second son,
whom I inexplicably named Billmiller, with reminiscences of a 1950's dinner for the Financial
Writers Follies when I, still a perpetrator of
such follies, was an invited guest at Textron's
table and sat with its president: "Billmiller,
meet Billmiller." Now I can tell my own Billmiller,
"Why, I once had dinner with Billmiller myself -you know, that Billmiller."

William J. Miller

3

Meani ngs

Have you noticed the number of books
and articles which have appeared in the past several
years about the English language? Edwin Ne uman's
books have been the most conspicious but there
have been biographies of d ictionary writers,
histories of libraries, s t ories on ~h~ changos
1n tastes, including words , novels and conversation, etc. A month doesn't go by that I don't
see a magazine artic le about words or the use
of language. Week day mor nings Hughes Rudd on
the CBS News Program invariably makes a crack
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c;bout the misuse of Words b
'.
phrase someone h
y a c~t~zen or a new
of this is humorous a as started to say. Much
But all of it illustr~~e~u~he ~~me is serious.
ux of our language.
Last month Har i
to an entertaining revie~ ~~n ~arrener.treated us
Greek language and inc Iud d .~~s lear~1ng the moder=
peculiarity of langu
e 1 ustrat10ns of the
English as well as G:ge~, romance tongues and
ee
article about words we • lLast week I read a short
.
no onger use but whose
negat1ves we continue to use. And I read this
in, of all places, a business magazine which is
norrna~ly all business.
verbatim is a periodic
magaz~ne, g~adually becoming an "in" publication,
devoted ent~rely to a fascination with the
English language.
~nane

e

I will give some illustrations of changes
in words with some personal theories.
Have you noticed the misuse of words
by persons who now have the public ear? Last
week a local TV weather reporter told 'us that
snow might come out of the center of intertia
in the west. This week he said he hoped that
the constipation in the south wouldn't effect
our weather. And he wasn't trying to be funny.
I think he meant consternation but even that
would have been misused. In listening to the
traffic helicopter cop I am always amazed at
the mistakes in grammar and the inclusion of
words which are obviously new to him and which
frequently he uses incorrectly.
These are the models many people will
use for their own speech. This is the way meanings of words are changed. Why do people in
the public eye, especially if not trained in
langauge, wish to use a larger vocabulary? My
guess is that one of the signs of education
is the size of a vocabulary. And since the
passport to higher status, both vocationally
and socially, has been education, one must
show the sign of education -- i.e. -- large
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vocabulary -- for acceptance into a new status.
The tragedy of this is that we have
lost the reason for · education. After learning
the skills needed to live in a society and acquiring the knowledge needed to live in a democracy, education should be to satisfy personal
curiosity and to bring enjoyment. But more and
more, education· is not the satisfying phenomena
it should be but it is acquiring the qualifications needed for positions (again, both socially
and vocationally). Since words let people know
one's education, we will use them, even if improperly, to qualify for what we wish to be.
I hope Margaret Mead was right when
she said that since so many are now getting
doctorates, the criteria for the bes~ jobs will
be the abili·t y to write and speak correctly,
regardless of degrees.
Have you read any g.o vernment communications lately? I ' m. always impressed with the large
percentage ~f them written in the Army' outline
format.
That format is the system using numbers,
sometimes to three decimal places, t 'h at precedes
what used to be a paragraph. That system was
devised so that sentences didn't have to be complete. Statements, often in incomplete form,
were all that was required.
I have assumed
that this system was devised because so many
people in the Army couldn't write an understandable sentence or paragraph.
I .know you all are acquainted with
the fact that the Episcopal Church is changing
its Prayer Book. A new denomination o~ tne socalled pure Episcopalians is forming and one
of the reasons for this is a change in the
Prayer Book. The argument is that they don't
wish to lose the beautiful E lizabethan English.
To aqcomodate this argumen t , t he revisors, in
one of the suggested fo rms, k ept the syntax and
only changed words where the meanings had
changed; like comfortable which no longer
meant full of strength. But this wouldn't
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do -- no change not e
to this group. 'Maybe ~~n one wor~ w~s acceptable
The same reas
e reason 1S ~dentify.
words or eso~n, ,I feel, we have all of the "in"
ment ~eports a~~~~nw~~~s, now foun~ in ' governfessional meetings.
y papers wr~tten for proIt is fun to se
EXUBERANT was 0 ' "
e some of the changes.

co~s

who

had,ov~~i~~~~~~ ~~d:~~~cti~~o~p~~!e~ ~~rd

~~~~h ~l~ncl.en~

Gr;ece meant "one who does not
, Today we sometimes say it
means just the Opposl.te. Aw6rd which can have
opposite me~n~ngs eve~ in the same paragraph is
CLEAVE. Or1g1nally, l.n Old English, it meant
to hollow out.
p

~c off~ce.

I enjoyed finding the frequent changes
in the meaning of the word NICE. In the 14th
Century, it meant foolish or stupid. In the ISh
century it was wanton. Then in the 16th Century,
coy or shy was its meaning. B~ the 17th century
it had become fastidious or difficult to manage.
Dainty, ' appetizing and delightful were synonyms
for nice in the 19th Cent~ry. Today agreeable
and plea~ant would be close to its meaning.
The article in the business magazine
asked why we don't use COUTH when we say UNCOUTH?
(COUTH, by the way, comes from kunnan, which
lead to our word KNOW) or TREPID when we say
INTREPID. Incidenta11y, we do say TREPIDATION.
How many times have you said someone
was RUTHFUL? Not many, put you have said I'm
quite sure, someone was RUTHLESS. ' RUTH was a
Middle English word meaning compassion. Today
it survives as our verb RUE meaning to regret.
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When last did you LIST something, -LIST, meaning to like or to desire? We ' still
say LISTLES'S, without spirit, but our Old English
word LIST is now our LUST with greater emphasis
on desire. ,.
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Many people use the word IMPECCABLE,
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frequently they use it incorrectly, but no one
says something is PECCABLE, it is from a French
word meaning liable to sin.
So let me finalize this wordwise paper
by giving a good example, educationwise, of a word
in transition, philologywise. When did you last
LAM (originally meaning to beat thoroughly, now
used in the original sense in LAMbaste) your wife
or be on the LAM from her?

Charles M. Judd

4

On Almost Becoming a Statistic

When I first saw him after his arrival
at the hospital he was so untubated from every
orifice, so skewered and strung, so stretched
and snared by ropes, traction bars and loops,
IV bottles, rods and needles, bags and breathing
machines that he looked like Peter Sellers trapped
in a tangle of wire coat hangers, that ultimate
complexity, frustration and bafflement of modern
times.
Fortunately, he could not tell me about
his accident, although later he was able to expound endlessly -- not about the impact itself -but its statistical implications. I n the meantime, from his long suffering wife, whose trauma
over him must have begun the day they were married,
I heard enough to realize when I returned later
to visit the hospital, that he had by then devised a version which made it an explor~tion
into the devious, the abstruse and the forlorn
sterility of statistical tabulation, footnotes
and explosive contradictions. True, by the time
of this second call he had been through something
more, according to his doctors, than they had
foreseen for him. But curiously I felt not so
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much sympathy for him , not so much even pity or sor
as I did a kind of uneasy admiration for his stoic
persistence in considering his case one more confirmation of his rectitude vis-a-vis what he had
long ago decided was the greatest blight, even
greater than wire coat hangers, to degrade modern
life: the hot rod.
"But," I tried, "your wife told IDe you
were hit in your VW Bug by a woman in an aristocratic and conservative Buick."
"An irony I must set aside," he said,
"for it distorts my computations of statistical
validity at that crossing. The City of Cincinnati
told my lawyer it wasn't all that dangerous, any
more, they might as well claim, than a falling
safe is not dangerous unless you happen to be
under it."
"But you yourself must know first hand
how you almost became a statistic , " I remarked.
"Hah, another irony, yet a blessing in
a way, I suppose," he said bleakly. "Nature protectsyou after an accident by wiping out all
memories, all saws of books, all knowledge of
what happened leading up to the impact. They
call it retrograde amnesia. Nevertheless, my
fractured acetabullum bears witness."
"Ace -ah. • . what? Sounds like the
origin of a vulgar colloquiallism."
"Might as well be," he said. "Four
fractured ribs, too." He twanged his traction
ropes. "Fractured pelvis • . . actually the socket
to the -or for the femur, you know. Neverthel~s~, reflecting on the statistical picture, as
I began to tell you, it happened at the corner
of Ridgeway and Reading, where a green light
leads the unwary into the path of traffic not
controlled by a red light to counter that green.
Only a few fatalities there over some years, I
hear. Might even be safe enough for a peanut
stand, if you follow City Hall. But ah, I'm
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tabulating, my friend, tabulating!" He chinned
himself miraculously, using his traction bar as
I have never seen it used before. I gasped.
"Your study of hot rods, you mean?"
I managed.
He said, "And their driver. All idiots,
blasting their poisonous flattus into the innocent
American air, arrogant, menacing young and old,
dogs, postmen.
"
"But this driver was a woman . . . same
category?"
"I support woman's lib," he said.
"So
don't confuse the issue with sex. Come to think
of it, she may have been a transvestite hiding hot
rod upbringing. Hah! You know, that could help
my findings.
This had to happen to me to enable
me to see the possibilities of accident data first
hand. "
I sighed, unable to counter that one.
I knew he was a medical scribbler and nibbler,
bathing ' his frenzied mind in the bath water of
other men's medical writing, trying to sift out
and clarify meanings -- and for that valiant role
I admired him, futile as I knew it to be as a
universal medical influence. Yet in another way,
surely, before he was out of this place, as it
turned out, he was, according to his own report
to me later, to have gone through a bout of pneumonia, possible thrombosis, uremia, uracratia,
decubitus ulcers, thoracostenosis, ozena, constipation, nightmares, televisionitis, paranoia.
A one-man syndrome. His medical objectivity was
a protective mechanism, surely.
"You know," l Ie we nt Ull, "my becoming
involved i~ this could be for the good of mankind. As in disease, a predisposing environment
and an inciting agent. All of which, as you can
see, this · case presents.
In 1966 -- to take an
objectively removed year, 69% of those injured
fatally in motor vehicle accidents, were males
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under 35 years."
al l

"But
years" I s 'd you are much over that by many light
Medic~l Obj:~tivl~~t~~~ ~i~ ~hite:haired head.
only sighed and men'
a~n ed ~~s mind. He
ironies.
t~oned someth~ng more about
Later I encountered h'
,
ing.a stout cane then, after ha~~n;O~~:~I~he~f:ry
cha1red ~nd ?rutched, after having fallen down
sta~rs h1s f1rst day horne from the hospital after
h~v1ng r~sumed his teaching. I asked him about
h1s hosp1tal care.

"A mixed bag," he said. "Next to me
at various times, victims of our city life: a
boy about eighteen shot while trying to protect
his mother against rape; a huge man from Lincoln
Heights consorting with wheeler-dealers of all
kinds as they brought in reports of his chili
parlor business, a one-man communication center,
that Bubbles -- what they called him -- making and
answering telephone calls. Only one with a phone
-- except one other with a restaurant who dictated
his menus from his bed. Another old man from
Madisonville with a bleeding stump who hemorrhaged
one screaming night of agony, bringing aids, nurses
and doctors to his aid with mops and bandages and
tourniquets; a kid next to me who'd been shot
eight times in the belly during a crap game;
a musician shot while going down an alley to
his garage in Avondale. The prize was an Irish
drunk who'd been run over by a Metro bus under
mysterious circumstances, almost every bond except his arms and backbone broken and then suffering from withdrawal fits.
He'd violently toss
and shake his ueu , even with his ~rms tied, until
IV bottles crashed to the floor. Yell out in DT's
to imaginary workers on his job, 'Hey Joe, hey
Joe. You bastard. . . hey, JOE. . • JOE. • • Move
it. Move!'
sometimes in the middle of the night.
Once after he had shaken off his oxygen mask, he
turned to me and, cigarette at his lips - - where
he had hidden it until then, who knows -- asked
me for a light.
I yelled for the nurse, so did
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all of us, pressing call buttons. The nurse came
running to ask if anyone was smoking, an inquiry
that would have been unnecessary as soon as asked
had I provided the light. And many TV's playing,
different programs, as late as 1:30 each morning.
"Should have gone to Holmes," I suggested.
"Things like that would never happen there."
"Never pick up statistics there," he
said. "So many important people there, I hear
they shred all the charts. Besides, I prefer
General, a teaching hospital."
"I'd think you'd like to be where docto r s
have already learned all they need to know, " I sai d
facetiously and he only groaned.
"Orthopods don't respond to . appeals base d
on such things. Only bones. So a friendly intern
tipped me off.
'Talk bones,' he said. 'Tell them
you're not healing. They'll take you out of here.'"
He chuckled.
"Well, it worked. Great fanatics
those orthopods. I was out in an hour after they
moved some old ladies on the orthopedic ward to
nursing homes, those prep schools for the mortuary.
One orthopod resident, however, was something.
He'd never listen to me. Come in, take my injured
leg through which they had drawn a steel rod for
traction -- then drawn it out when I was taken
out of traction • • • used pliars, tug, whiz,
swish, out it came leaving a miniature Pan ama
Canal through my knee. He'd grab that leg
in a sadistic grip and yell to me 'WEAK WEAK !
Not taking your isometrics!' Even,when I showed
him my record in this black book w ~th all ~y
statistics, he'd walk away, not answering.
"Can't

blame him," I muttere d .

"Well,

you had a time, eh?"
"There was one guy there from LOng~iewd
f old though, a man who had weat ere
~ a ~1~ki~~ ~e e~h, , a broken hip or something •. Longview had given up surgery and a~~ their pat~ents
were now in General for that need. They wheeled
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him in right next to m
'
ferred. .He' d never us: t~e f~rst day I wa$ transyell for the nUrse and nh~s c~l~ button. Just
keep up a chant. . .HEY ~t wa1tlng for .her .arrival
all ran together NURSEHEy~~SE, HEY NURSE until it
what he wanted by the t'
RSEHEY. He'd forget
a
'
1me the nurse
sympathet1c nurse tried h
b
came. Once
r
all sympathetic those nurse:
est -~ they were
sUggested to Stan T
h
,best I ve ever seen
k'
roup e raise the'
,
Thi
~r pay.
Don't
now 1f he could or did
'Mr. Hagerty I'll turn·
s nurse says, anyway,
side.' In a loud voiceY~~ over now on,your other
·k· a
.
wa e me ~n the middle of the night and
as~ the time. I'd give it and ten minutes later
h7 d ask again. No use trying to tell him to use
h~s 7all button or whatever, he'd only go on heynurs1ng and babbling, making no sense ever. Absolutely a shut-off guy so far as talking to any
of us or even hearing us. But one night after an
hour of bellowing, he got to me and I forgot my
sorrows for his poor .demented mind and said:
JMr.
Hagerty, for CHRIST SAKE!' Bellowing now myself,
'Us 7 your call button and shut up!' I heard him
beh~nd the curtain draw in his breath and then
yell at me:
'IN THE PIG'S ASS I WILL!' I was so
stunned by the sudden reach-through of his lucidity
that I fell into a troubled sleep. He was in continent, which meant sudden, frequent changes of
sheets, everything; he'd flood the room. One
night when he was floating, this big nurse who'd
been in and out for him all evening, came in, saw
the mess and began drawing out sheets and I heard
her muttering:
'Some day, SOME NIGHT SOME DARK
NIGHT I'M GaIN' TO GET THAT IRISHER AND TWIST
HIS BALLS OFF!' We all woke, eager to see that
happen then and there."

~;:~rs ~~~~.

be~lower:faY~I~~obNh~~ ~~~~~ ~~~E

"Well, your findings must be compre-

hensive," I said.
He said: "Yep . • . You know, being in
a hospital you get better of what brought you in
if you're lucky. But those visitors . . . they all
feel bad a first, but better after they have seen
you because of some kind of katharsis, I guess.
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It cleanses ·t hem of fear and comfQr.t s· ,t hem that it
didn't yet hap.pen to .them."
friends,~

"Not a very grateful comment on one's
I said.

"Ah , but you see things fro~ a distance
in the hospital." he said. "It shelv.es y,o:u . .Time
is filed away, awareness suspended, days stret.c hed
out in a drone of blurred fanbasie$.- You' r .e in a
kind of n.irvana, numbed by medication.. I'd w.atch
the pigeons. outside on parapets, mating, pecking,
quarreling over morsels as .if to act out for me in
their feathery. innocence all the evils of war and
peace. And in her ward an old mother sending out
her bleak wail in her sorrow and disorientation for
a daughter long dead, another chant: KATH-ER-INE
KATH-ER-INE ,. tolling in the middle of the night
like a temple bell in the wilderness·. Another '
chant too came out of the 'repeated curses by patients,
impugning the relationship.s of nurses and docto.rs
alike to their mothers: MOTaERFUCKERMOTHERFUCKERMOTHERFUCKER, the sterile clatter of a runaway
train 'descending in a hurricane ,to hell! After a
while to immunize myself I began to see them -- and
everyone else, visitors, even my family, as ,through
the wrong end of a telescope, all , at a standstill,
remote, inaccessible memories. I got too many
flowers." the nurse told me, creates bugs! One
morning I woke up early and looked at, the flowers
in the terror of a remembered dream and recalled
a cleric saying within my earshot that he wondered
if a man of my age would survive and so I looked
for him to see if among the flowers his form
would appear for last rites. But only the nurse,
bearing a bedpan loomed up in the morning reality.
Double relief! I recall pretty nu~ses bathing
me head to foot. A procedure during which I would
suffer the usual male disadvantage of having to
keep rigid control over my thoughts - - or vice
versa. I remember one nurse . . • ah, me! " He
lapsed into a dreamy state. After a decent
interval I said, hoping to rouse him, "~ital
statistic now, aren't you? Or was it Just , the
food?" B~t he went on: "Deliciously temptl.n~;
mornings, served hot; noon a well rounded cho~ce;
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at night an alluring dish!" I thought it unseemly
and even dangerous for a man his age to go on like
this so I inquired about his soul.
"Ah, that!" he exclaimed. : "Everyone
worked on me, all praying for my bones -- my sins ,
too, I suspect, though leaving me some to go by.
Rabbis, priests, Baptists, Presbyterians', Methodis
even what one of their number called God's frozen
people, the Episcopalians. Prayers by the family,
economy size package, the full ecumenical wrapup.
Even evangelists dropped by to see me born again,
but: I told 'em I had enough of my present life
left over to do me for a while and that seemed
to stump 'ern. My sons from their dulcimer world,
one here, one from Colorado opened up paradise
for me at a party the family and preachers gave me
with more prayers but cakes and ale too. But
the head nurse stopped it by warning that live
music was bad for the patients. Anything dead,
okay, we judged. TV! I felt better anyway,
festivities cheered me, made it possible to endure the street roar of hot rods, the sirens of
other accidents, heynurse for my five-week sojourn
there. So man, I may not be born again as they'd
have ·it, but I'm in there swingin' to keep on
tr.uckin' with my own brand of faith. Great place
for sinners, a hospital, man. I'd been ordained
another week there! I try to keep my peculiar
hot line to the Lord warmed up, though."
Cane twirling, he went off muttering:
"Bad, man, bad, bad!" And I had to laugh at
the gentle 'irony of his picking up hot rod jive
talk to assure me he'd made his own separate. peace
with ·the world. I knew all those prayers had done
well by him and that he knew it too.

Garven Dalglish

